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Abstract We present a new language design which smoothly integrates modular
composition and nesting of Java-like classes. That is, inheritance has been
replaced by an expressive set of composition operators, inspired by Bracha’s
Jigsaw framework, and these operators allow to manipulate (e.g., rename or
duplicate) a nested class at any level of depth. Typing is nominal as characteristic
of Java-like languages, so types are paths of the form outern .C1 . . . . .Ck which,
depending on the class (node) where they occur, denote another node in the
nesting tree. However, paths denoting the same class are not equivalent, since
they behave differently w.r.t. composition operators.
The resulting language, called D EEP FJ IG, obtains a great expressive power,
allowing, e.g., to solve the expression problem, encode basic AOP mechanisms,
and bring some refactoring techniques at the language level, while keeping a very
simple semantics and type system which represent a natural extension for, say, a
Java programmer.
Keywords Java, module composition, nested classes

Introduction
Featherweight Jigsaw [LSZ09a, LSZ09b, LSZ12] (FJ IG for short) is a simple calculus where
basic building blocks are classes in the style of Featherweight Java (FJ for short) [IPW99],
but inheritance has been replaced by the much more flexible notion originally proposed in
Bracha’s Jigsaw framework [Bra92]. That is, classes play also the role of modules, that can
be composed by a rich set of operators, all of which can be expressed by a minimal core,
composed by: sum, restrict, alias and redirect.
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In this paper, we describe an extension of FJ IG, called D EEP FJ IG, where these composition operators have been generalized to manipulate nested classes. For instance, sum of
two classes is hierarchical in the sense that nested classes with the same name are recursively
summed, similarly to deep mixin composition [Ern99b, OZ05, Hut06] and family polymorphism [EOC06, IV07, ISV08], which, however, take an asymmetric approach. Analogously it
is possible to rename or make an alias of a field, method, or a nested class itself, at any depth
level.
Typing is nominal as characteristic of Java-like languages, that is, types are (class) paths,
which are sequences of the form outern.C1. . . . .Ck which, depending on the class (node)
where they occur, denote another node in the nesting tree. However, class paths denoting the
same class are not equivalent, since they behave differently w.r.t. composition operators.
The resulting language offers a great expressive power, allowing, e.g., to solve the expression problem and to encode generics [BOSW98, GJSB05] and MyType [BOW98]. Moreover,
since a whole program can be “packed” into a single class, also the basic AOP mechanisms can
be expressed. Finally, the kind of code manipulation achieved by the composition operators
corresponds to bring some refactoring techniques at the linguistic level. On the other hand,
the generalization of the composition operators to the case with nesting is very natural and
intuitive, and, more generally, the language keeps a simple semantics and type system which
represent a natural extension for, say, a Java programmer.
There are many other proposals allowing class nesting and, hence, some form of paths.
Notably, among real world languages, Java and and C# support nested classes only as a way to
achieve hierarchical organization. In such languages, as well as in Scala, the binding for nested
classes is static, that is, redeclaring a nested class in a subclass has the effect of hiding the
parent’s nested class. On the other hand, in, e.g., gbeta [Ern99a] and Newspeak [BvdAB+ 10],
as in the literature on family polymorphism [Ern01, EOC06, ISV05, IV07, ISV08], a class
can inherit from a virtual superclass, and this feature provides a great expressive power, at the
price of making typechecking harder. Virtual superclasses can be emulated by C++ templates,
as shown in the work on mixin layers [SB01]. In Scala, abstract types and traits can be used
for a similar, but more involved, emulation.
Our approach comes from a design principle rather different from all those mentioned
above. That is, we replace inheritance by a true language of composition operators, mainly
inspired by the seminal work in [Bra92] and its formalization as module calculus in [AZ02],
and partly by the work on traits [SDNB03], notably the proposals which do not include
inheritance [BDG07, BDG08]. In D EEP FJ IG this design principle is “naturally” extended to
handle nested modules (classes), and this enables us to use a type system without dependent
types and without class families, but still powerful enough. This shows a particular trade-off in
the language design space that has a number of useful properties, including better compatibility
with the mainstream than proposals using dependent types. For what concerns our form of
class paths, the closest work is likely [IV07], notably for the formalization aspects. A more
detailed comparison with related work is provided in Section 4.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we illustrate D EEP FJ IG and
its expressive power. In Section 2 we give the formal syntax and semantics, and in Section 3
the type system and the related results. In Section 4 we summarize the contribution of the
paper and discuss related work, and in Section 5 we conclude outlining some further research
directions. Proofs of results are in the Appendix. This paper is an improved and extended
version of [CSZ10, CSZ11]. Notably, the full formalization of the semantics, the type system
and the soundness results were not included in [CSZ11].
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Examples

We illustrate first, in Section 1.1, features which are inherited from FJ IG, then we describe
how to declare and refer to nested classes in Section 1.2, and in Section 1.3 the composition
operators. Finally, in Section 1.4 we provide some more interesting examples which show the
expressive power of the language.

1.1

FJ IG summary

The following example shows three class declarations.
A = abstract{
abstract int m1();
int m2() { return this.m1() + 1; }
}
B = { int m1() { return 1; } }
C = A

The first two declarations look similar to Java class declarations. However, the syntax is
slightly different, to stress that in FJ IG and D EEP FJ IG a class declaration just introduces a
name for the expression occurring at the right of the equal symbol, which is called a class
expression and denotes an unnamed class. See also Section 4 for more comments on this
difference. In the first two declarations above, the class expression is a basic class, which is
similar to a Java class body. In the third declaration, the class expression is the class name A,
which denotes the first class, hence the declaration is equivalent, in a sense that will be made
more precise in the last paragraph of this subsection, to the following one:
C = abstract{
abstract int m1();
int m2(){return this.m1() + 1;}
}

Compound class expressions can be constructed using composition operators1 . For instance, a new class can be defined by applying the sum operator to those above as follows:
Sum = A [+] B

This declaration is equivalent to the following:
Sum = {
int m1() { return 1; }
int m2() { return this.m1() + 1; }
}

Conflicting definitions for the same field or method are not permitted, whereas abstract
fields or methods with the same name are shared.
The modifier abstract applies to fields as well, as shown by the following example
which also illustrates how constructors work. The class declarations
A1 = abstract{
abstract int f1;
int f2; constructor(int x) { this.f2 = x; }
int m() { return this.f1 + this.f2; }
}
B1 = {
int f1; constructor(int x) { this.f1 = x + 1; }
} [+] A1

are equivalent to
1 Each

basic class plays the role of a constant (0-ary) composition operator, see the formal syntax in Figure 1.
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A1 = { /*as before*/ }
B1 = {
int f1, f2;
constructor(int x) { this.f1 = x + 1; this.f2 = x; }
int m() { return this.f1 + this.f2; }
}

A basic class defines one constructor which specifies a sequence of parameters and a
sequence of initialization expressions, one for each non abstract field. We assume a default
constructor with no parameters and empty body for classes having no defined fields. In order
to be composed by the sum operator, two classes should provide a constructor with the same
parameter list. The effect is that the resulting class provides a constructor with the same
parameter list, that executes both of the original constructors.
In order to be able to sum two classes with different constructor headers, FJ IG provides
a constructor wrapper operator which allows the programmer to make them equal. In this
paper, we have preferred not to generalize this approach to the nested case, since in any case it
would not be adequate in a realistic language. Indeed, with a naive introduction of full Java
constructors sum would no longer be symmetric, due to the presence of side effects, whereas
symmetric composition is a key feature we want to keep. Replacing constructors with object
creation expressions, as in Javascript, Emerald [RTL+ 91] or Grace [BBN10], could be an
elegant solution, which we leave to further work.
Note that, analogously to abstract method declarations, abstract field declarations allow a
class to use a field without initializing it. In this way, classes composed by sum can share the
same field, provided it is defined in (at most) one. Note that this corresponds to sharing fields
as in, e.g., [BDNW08]; however, in our framework we do not need an ad-hoc notion.
Flattening versus direct semantics Before introducing nested classes, let us briefly discuss
the notion of “equivalence” we have used above to informally explain the semantics of
D EEP FJ IG. This equivalence will be formalized in the next section (see Figure 2) by a relation,
called flattening, which translates D EEP FJ IG into a “flat” language where class expressions
are only basic classes (hence there are no longer composition operators). Analogously, the
semantics of inheritance in object-oriented languages can be explained by saying that, roughly,
the effect is the same one would get by duplicating the methods of the parent class in the
heir. However, inheritance can also be explained in a different way, by describing a runtime
procedure called method look-up. In other words, semantics of inheritance can be given either
by translation into a language with no inheritance, or by a direct execution model. In this
paper, we choose to explain the semantics of D EEP FJ IG by flattening since this provides a
more simple and intuitive understanding of the effect of the operators. However, a direct
semantics could be provided for D EEP FJ IG along the lines of that we have described for FJ IG
[LSZ09a, LSZ09b, LSZ12], even though method look-up is much more involved when there
are many composition operators rather than just extends. Note also that an implementation
could be based on one of these two approaches, or more likely adopt some even different or
mixed optimized approach.

1.2

Nested classes

In D EEP FJ IG, a basic class can also contain declarations of nested classes, as shown in the
example below.
{
A = { B = { ... }} [+]
{
B = {
C = { <> m() { return new <>(); } }
D = C [+] outer.outer.G
}
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E = B.C [+] outer.G
F = { ... }
}
G = { ... }
H = A.B.C [+] G
}

Hence, a basic class has a tree shape, where the basic class is the root, the children of a basic
class are its nested classes, and the children of a nested class are the basic classes appearing in
its defining expression. For instance, the basic class in the example has three children, A, G,
and H, and nested class A has two children, since it is defined as sum of two basic classes.
In the following, we will informally use “position” to designate a node in the tree which is
either the root or a nested class. Note that, differently from absolute paths in other approaches
supporting nested classes, a position in the tree cannot be identified by just a sequence of class
names, due to the presence of class composition operators, see, for instance, the two nested
classes named B which could be identified by, e.g., A.1.B and A.2.B.
Sequences of the form outern.C1. . . . .Ck , with n, k ≥ 0, called (class) paths, denote a
class, and can be used the same way as class names, that is, as types, in new expressions and
as subterms of class expressions, as shown in the example. Class paths can be classified along
two orthogonal dimensions:
• paths with k = 0 denote enclosing basic classes, whereas paths with k > 0 denote
nested classes. In particular, the path Λ (written <> in code), that is, the unique path
where n, k = 0, denotes the directly enclosing basic class. As the reader may have
noted, this path has many analogies with the MyType notion in literature. However,
we prefer the notation <> to stress that it is just a special case of path and that no
sophisticated notion is needed in the type system, see more comments in Section 1.4.
• paths with n = 0, called downward (class) paths, refer to a class in the current scope
(basic class), whereas paths with n > 0 refer to outer levels.
Of course, in a top-level class expression2 , all paths are expected to denote existing classes, as
in the example above.
Paths in D EEP FJ IG are relative, that is, are computed w.r.t. the current position, whereas,
in most mainstream languages supporting nested classes, paths are absolute, that is, are
computed downward starting from the top-level position, and can be abbreviated by paths
starting from a nested position if there is no shadowing. Symmetrically, a realistic language
based on D EEP FJ IG should allow the programmer to omit outers in non ambiguous cases.
Formally, a precompilation phase would add outers in front of paths of shape outern.C.π,
until a scope containing a definition for C is reached. This would lead to a scope resolution
analogous to that of Newspeak [BvdAB+ 10].
Note that the structural type information associated to a class (formally, the type of the
class), including, e.g., names and types of members, is directly available for an enclosing
basic class, whereas for a nested class, which is defined by a class expression, it is computed
combining the class types of its subexpressions, as shown by the following example.
C = { int m(){ return 1; } }
[+] { int k(){ return new outer.C().m(); } }

Here, class C is defined as the sum of two basic classes. In the latter, the method invocation is
well-typed, since outer.C denotes class C of the outer level, which has a method m provided
by the former basic class. The version below, instead,
2 In D EEP FJ IG , differently from Java, FJ and FJ IG , a program is a top-level class expression rather than a sequence
of class declarations.
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C = { int m(){ return 1; } }
[+] { int k(){ return new <>().m(); } }

is clearly ill-typed, since the basic class enclosing the invocation does not provide a method m.
As already pointed out, in D EEP FJ IG a class declaration just provides a name which
can be used to denote the “semantics” of its right-hand-side class expression. This class
expression may contain path occurrences which “refer to the outside”, that is, play the role of
free variables in the class expression itself. Such path occurrences are called external, whereas
internal path occurrences play the role of bound variables. This difference is reflected when
the (semantics of) the class expression is reused, by means of its class name, in a new position,
as illustrated by the following example.
A = {
<> mInternal(){ return new <>(); }
outer.A mExternal(){ return new outer.A(); }
}
B = A

In the right-hand-side of the declaration of A, which is a basic class, the return type <> is
internal, since it refers to the basic class itself, whereas the return type outer.A is external,
since it refers to the nested class named A of the enclosing scope, whose definition accidentally
is the same basic class. The declaration of B uses the name A as a shortcut for (the semantics
of) the basic class above, hence is equivalent to the following:
A = { /*as before*/ }
B = {
<> mInternal(){ return new <>(); }
outer.A mExternal(){ return new outer.A(); }
}

Note that B.mInternal returns an instance of a new unnamed class, while B.mExternal
returns an A. That is, accordingly with the intuition explained above, when a class is reused
in a new position external paths will still denote the “old” class, whereas internal paths will
denote a new class.
In the simple example above, since the class is reused in exactly the same scope, this is
equivalent to just “copying” code in the new position as it stands. However, in general external
path occurrences in the original code need to be modified to preserve the original semantics.
For example, consider the class declarations
A = {
B = {
C = { ... }
C m1() { ... }
outer.B.C m2() { ... }
outer.outer.A.B.C m3() { ... }
}
}
D = A.B

where the three paths which occur as return types denote the same class, which is denoted by
A.B.C at top level.
At first sight, there is no difference among these three paths, so one could think of
normalizing code by always using the shortest path denoting a given class in a given position,
e.g., C in the example above. However, this makes a difference when code is reused. That is,
this code is equivalent to the following:
A = { /*as before*/ }
D = {
C = { ... }
C m1() { ... }
outer.A.B.C m2() { ... }
outer.A.B.C m3() { ... }
}
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In the definition of D the return type C denotes now a new class, denoted by D.C at top level,
whereas the other two return types have been changed in order to still denote the “old” class.
This will be expressed by the notation c[from c s ], formally defined in Figure 3, which returns
the path obtained by “moving” path c from position c s (for “source”) to the current position.
D EEP FJ IG keeps the Java nominal approach, that is, types are class paths (a generalization
of class names), and two different paths which denote structurally equivalent classes, or even
the same class, are not considered equivalent. However, the programmer can explicitly declare
a set c1 . . . cn of class paths, introduced by the keyword implements, as supertypes of a
basic class, as shown below.
C = abstract{
abstract int m1();
abstract int m2();
}
D = abstract implements outer.C {
abstract int m1();
int m2() { return 1 + this.m1(); }
outer.C m() { return this; }
}

In this way we can return this as result of method m. The type system checks, for each ci ,
that the subtyping relation can be safely assumed, that is, members of ci are members of the
basic class as well (formally, the class type of the basic class is a subtype of the class type of
ci ). This check is analogous to that on implemented interfaces in Java.
For instance, removing method m1 from D would make the example ill-typed. Note that,
differently from Java, where they are implicitly inherited, abstract members must be declared
as well, so that it is always possible to compute which are the members provided by a class
only from its defining expression.

1.3

Deep composition operators

In D EEP FJ IG, composition operators are deep, in the sense that they allow to manipulate
nested classes at any depth level.
For instance, the sum of two classes “propagates” to their nested classes with the same
name, similarly to deep mixin composition [OZ05], as shown by the following example:
C = {
N = abstract{
abstract int n();
int m(){ return this.n(); }
}
}
D = C [+] {
N = {
int n(){ return 1; }
abstract int m();
}
int k(){ return new N().m(); }
}

Class D is defined as the sum of class C with an unnamed basic class. The effect is that nested
class N of C is summed with nested class N of the unnamed basic class. That is, the declaration
of D is equivalent to the following:
C = { /*as before*/ }
D = {
N = {
int n(){ return 1; }
int m(){ return this.n(); }
}
int k(){ return new N().m(); }
}
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In this way, the resulting class N of D inherits the implementation for methods n and m from N
of C and N of the unnamed basic class, respectively.
This example also illustrates the meaning of the modifier abstract. As in Java, the effect
of the modifier is to forbid the creation of instances of a given class. However, here being
abstract is a property of an unnamed class, rather than of a class declaration, accordingly with
the D EEP FJ IG design principle that a class declaration just gives a name to a class expression.
Hence, the modifier is applied to a basic class, and the operators act on the kind (abstract/non
abstract) of a class as on other components. Moreover, it is perfectly legal to declare abstract
members inside a non abstract class, as shown by nested class N of the unnamed basic class
above. The meaning is that the class is incomplete, that is, not executable. However, it can
be safely used as a library, since it can be completed by composition with another class, as
actually happens in the example, where method k of D can correctly create an instance of
nested class N of D.
Besides sum, D EEP FJ IG provides the following other composition operators, which all
modify a single class, taken as first argument: restrict, alias, class alias, redirect and class
redirect. They are illustrated by the following examples.
E = {
C = abstract{
abstract int n1();
int n2(){ return 2; }
int n3(){ return 3; }
}
K = {
int n1(){ return 10; }
int n2(){ return 20; }
}
int m(){ return new K().n1(); }
}
Restrict = E[restrict n2 in C]
Alias = E[alias n2 to n1 in C]
AliasC = E[alias K to C.K]
AliasCSum = Restrict[alias K to C]
Redirect = E[redirect n1 of K to n2]
RedirectC1 = AliasC[redirect K to C.K]
RedirectC2 = AliasC[redirect K to outer.E.K]

The restrict operator removes a definition in a nested class, making the corresponding
member abstract. Hence we get the following definition:
Restrict = {//E[restrict n2 in C]
C = abstract {
abstract int n1();
abstract int n2();//now abstract
int n3(){ return 3; }
}
K = { /*as before*/ }
int m(){ return new K().n1(); }
}

Note that a restrict operator for classes makes no sense. On the other hand, a derived
operator which recursively makes abstract all fields and methods of a class can be easily
defined.
The alias operator duplicates the declaration of an existing field or method of a nested
class (including <>), for another field or method of the same class. Hence we get the following
definition:
Alias = {//E[alias n2 to n1 in C]
C = abstract {
int n1(){ return 2; }//now implemented
int n2(){ return 2; }
int n3(){ return 3; }
}
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K = { /*as before*/ }
int m(){ return new K().n1(); }
}

where the method C.n1 is now implemented using the implementation of C.n2. The method
body is duplicated, rather than just invoked, so that, in case the implementation of the original
method is changed, the aliased one keeps the original semantics.
The class alias operator adds or modifies a nested class, by duplicating an existing basic
class. More precisely, if there is no nested class in the target position, then a new class
declaration is inserted, as in the AliasC example. Hence we get the following definition:
AliasC = {//E[alias K to C.K]
C = abstract {
abstract int n1();
int n2(){ return 2; }
int n3(){ return 3; }
K = { int n1() { return 10;}
int n2() { return 20;} }
}
K = { /*as before*/ }
int m(){ return new K().n1(); }
}

If, instead, there is already a nested class in the target position, as in the AliasCSum example,
then the duplicated class is summed with the existing class. Hence we get the following
definition:
AliasCSum = {//Restrict[alias K to C]
C = { int n1(){ return 10; }
int n2(){ return 20; }
int n3(){ return 3; } }
K = { /*as before*/ }
int m(){ return new K().n1(); }
}

where nested class C has been obtained by sum, hence has now implementations for n1 and
n2 copied from K.
The redirect operator replaces all the references to a field or method name whose receiver’s
static type is a given nested class by a different name, and removes its declaration. Hence we
get the following definition:
Redirect = {//E[redirect n1 of K to n2]
C = { /*as before*/ }
K = {
//int n1(){ return 10; } //removed
int n2(){ return 20; }
}
int m(){ return new K().n2(); }
}

where the declaration of K.n1 has been removed, and the invocation of K.n1 is now an
invocation of K.n2.
The class redirect operator replaces all the references to a nested class by a different class,
and removes its declaration. Hence we get the following definition:
RedirectC1 = {//AliasC[redirect K to C.K]
C = { /*as before*/ }
//K = //removed
int m(){ return new C.K().n1(); }
}

where nested class K has been removed, and the constructor invocation refers now to class
C.K.
In all the examples above, paths occurring as arguments of operators are downward paths,
that is, they refer to a nested position in the class occurring as first argument of the operator.
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However, paths referring to outer classes can occur as source path in the class alias operator,
and as target in the class redirect operator. The last example shows the latter case.
RedirectC2 = {//AliasC[redirect K to outer.E.K]
C = { /*as before*/ }
//K = // removed
int m(){ return new outer.E.K().n1(); }
}

Note that in many cases the application of a composition operator can be impossible or
unsafe. For instance, two classes with conflicting definitions for the same member cannot
be summed, and the redirect operator can remove a field or method needed to implement a
supertype. All these ill-formed applications are prevented by the D EEP FJ IG type system, as
will be detailed and formalized in Section 3.
Historical excursus The choice of these operators as composition primitives originates from
[AZ02], where it was formally shown how to encode all the operators of the Jigsaw framework
[Bra92] by sum, freeze and reduct. These three operators were, then, taken as primitives
in FJ IG [LSZ09a, LSZ09b, LSZ12], where, as in Jigsaw, defined field and methods can be
virtual, frozen or local. In D EEP FJ IG, instead, defined field and methods are all implicitly
virtual, hence we do not include the freeze primitive operator which allows to express, e.g.,
hiding. Moreover, the reduct operator, handling maps from names into names, has been
replaced by three operators which handle single names (restrict, alias and redirect), which
provide the same expressive power and are more convenient for the meta-level which we
develop in [Ser11]. The integration of the composition operators with class nesting was never
investigated in previous work.
On top of these composition primitives, we can derive many other useful operators. For
instance, the override operator, a variant of sum where conflicts are allowed and the left
argument has the precedence, can be defined, by a type-driven translation, as follows:
C1[override]C2 ≡
C1[+](C2[restrict n1 in N1] . . . [restrict nk in Nk])

where restrict is applied to all fields or methods with the same name ni defined in a nested
class (at any depth level) Ni in both C1 and C2. Indeed, here override is deep, that is, it
propagates to nested classes analogously to sum.
It is possible to define also a rename operator for nested classes as follows:
C[rename COld to CNew] ≡
C[alias COld to CNew][redirect COld to CNew]

If COld has nested classes, then we need to recursively apply redirect to these classes.
Renaming of methods and fields can be encoded as follow:
C[rename nOld to nNew in N] ≡
C[alias nOld to nNew in N][redirect nOld of N to nNew]

1.4

Expressive power

Expression problem First of all we show the expressive power of D EEP FJ IG by considering
as “benchmark” the classical expression problem (or extensibility problem) [Ern04, Tor04,
OZ05].
The expression problem can be formulated as follows: we have a datatype defined by a
set of variants, and we have processors which operate on this datatype. The addition of new
variants and new processors are the two directions along which the system can be extended.
The challenge is to do it in a modular and easy way.
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For sake of concreteness, let us consider a Base class, modelling arithmetic expressions,
defined as follows:
Base = {
Expression = abstract{ abstract String toString(); }
Num = implements outer.Expression{
int e; constructor(int e){ this.e = e; }
String toString(){ return ""+this.e; }
}
Sum = implements outer.Expression{
outer.Expression l, r;
constructor(outer.Expression l, outer.Expression r){
this.l = l; this.r = r;
}
String toString(){
return "("+this.l.toString()+
"+"+this.r.toString()+")"; }
}
}

Note that, here and in other examples, the syntactic convention mentioned at page 5 would
allow to omit some outers, e.g., to write just Expression instead of outer.Expression.
Assume that now Adam wants to add a UMinus class. This can be done in this way:
AddUMinus = {
Expression = abstract{ abstract String toString(); }
UMinus = implements outer.Expression{
outer.Expression e;
constructor(outer.Expression e){ this.e = e; }
String toString(){ return "-"+this.e.toString(); }
}
}
BaseWithUMinus = Base [+] AddUMinus

Bob wants to add an eval operator. This can be done in this way:
EvalBase = {
Expression = abstract{ abstract int eval(); }
Num = abstract implements outer.Expression{
abstract int e; constructor(int e){}
int eval(){ return this.e; }
}
Sum = abstract implements outer.Expression{
abstract outer.Expression l, r;
constructor(outer.Expression l, outer.Expression r){}
int eval(){ return this.l.eval()+this.r.eval(); }
}
}
BaseWithEval = Base [+] EvalBase

Charles wants to use the work of Adam and Bob to obtain something with both the UMinus
variant and the eval processor. The first step is to define the behaviour of eval on the UMinus
variant.
EvalUMinus = {
Expression = abstract{ abstract int eval(); }
UMinus = abstract implements outer.Expression{
abstract outer.Expression e;
constructor(outer.Expression e){}
int eval(){ return -this.e.eval(); }
}
}

Now Charles has the following data variants and processors to deal with.
constructor
Num

toString

eval

Base

EvalBase

AddUMinus

EvalUMinus

Sum
UMinus
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He has two legal ways to compose everything together:
• first AddUMinus with EvalUMinus, obtaining a fully fledged UMinus variant, and then
the result with BaseWithEval:
Solution1 = (AddUMinus [+] EvalUMinus) [+] BaseWithEval;
• first EvalBase with EvalUMinus, obtaining a fully fledged eval processor, and then
the result with BaseWithUMinus:
Solution2 = (EvalBase [+] EvalUMinus) [+] BaseWithUMinus.
This solution to the expression problem is very natural and fulfils all the requirements given
in [OZ05], that is: extensibility in both dimensions, strong static type safety, no modification
or duplication of source code3 , separate compilation, independent extensibility. Among the
many solutions existing in the literature, ours is very close to the one in [Ern04], however we
use simpler language constructs and type system.
Note that we have no code duplication, in the sense that we do not have any duplication
of method bodies, which can be seen as “real code”. We only need to insert some abstract
declarations for required members, which could be alternatively inferred by a type-checker.
What we have done is to “patch” some already existing code. It is possible to do even better
if the software is written from the beginning in a fully modular way, that is: for each Variant
of a DataType, we define a class ConstrVariant, containing field initializations.
ConstrVariant = {
DataType = abstract{}
Variant = implements DataType{
// field declarations
constructor(...) { ... }
}
}

For each Variant and processor we define the corresponding processor implementation in
a class ProcessorVariant.
ProcessorVariant = {
DataType = abstract{ abstract processor(); }
Variant = abstract implements DataType{
// abstract field declarations required by processor
processor(){...}
}
}

Now we have a full grid of processors and variants. For example, for improving modularity,
we could have split the Base class defined before into four pieces: ConstrNum, ConstrSum,
ToStringNum, ToStringSum. Analogously, EvalBase can be split in EvalNum and EvalSum,
and AddUMinus in ConstrUMinus and ToStringUMinus.

Num

constructor

toString

eval

ConstrNum

ToStringNum

EvalNum

Sum

ConstrSum

ToStringSum

EvalSum

UMinus

ConstrUMinus

ToStringUMinus

EvalUMinus

This allows the user to take any coherent (that is, where all existing processors are defined
over all existing variants) subset of the cells of the grid, and extending the grid is also very
3 However, code would be expanded by a pre-processor implementing flattening, whereas code expansion could be
delayed at invocation time by an implementation generalizing dynamic method look-up, as discussed at the end of
Section 1.1.
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natural. Analogously, the extension must be coherent, that is, the type system requires to add
an entire row or column, to ensure that we are not leaving unmanaged cases.
This possibility of taking only a subset of the classes composing a program nicely implements the concept of scalable-down architecture [Par78], that is, a software architecture which
can be not only easily extended, but also contracted when less functionalities are needed. Note
that this means that code size is truly reduced, not just that some functionality is hidden as in
other approaches.
Generics and MyType In D EEP FJ IG we can encode generics. Indeed, at the foundational
level it has been proved since long time [WV00, AZ02] that module calculi can encode
lambda-calculus, and thanks to nesting D EEP FJ IG classes play the role of modules with class
components, similarly, e.g., to JAVA M OD [AZ01], a module layer for Java classes where an
analogous encoding was possible. However, here the encoding is much more natural and does
not require additional notions, as shown by the example below.
OList = {
Elem = abstract{ abstract boolean geq(<> other); }
List = abstract{ abstract <> insert(outer.Elem e); }
EmptyList = implements outer.List{
outer.List insert(outer.Elem e){ return new outer.NonEmptyList(e,this); }
}
NonEmptyList = implements outer.List{
outer.Elem e; outer.List tail;
constructor(outer.Elem e, outer.List tail){ this.e=e; this.tail=tail; }
outer.List insert(outer.Elem e){
if(this.e.geq(e))return new <>(e,this);
return new <>(this.e,this.tail.insert(e));
}
}
}
MyElem = {
int e; constructor(int e){this.e=e;}
boolean geq(<> other){ return this.e>=other.e; }
}
MyElemOList = OList[redirect Elem to outer.MyElem]

The class OList.List models an ordered list of Olist.Elem, that offers a binary method
geq. By the redirect operator it is possible to produce an instantiation of OList which
represents a list of MyElem.
The example also shows the binary method geq where, as already mentioned, the path <>
plays the same role of MyType [BOW98], or ThisClass of LOOJ [BF04]. MyType can be
used inside a method of a class to refer to the class itself, and, similarly to what happens with
this, is redirected to the proper subclass when the method is inherited. Again, MyType was
already expressible in a previous work on a module layer for Java classes [ALZ06], but here it
is smoothly integrated with the overall language design, being just a special case of path.
Note that in both cases there is no true polymorphism, since, as already mentioned, code
for each different instantiation is obtained by expanding generic code by flattening. The
advantage is that we can keep a standard Java-like type system.
One powerful feature of our approach, that we share with package templates [KMPS09],
but not supported by many other proposals, is that we can use the same class more than once
in a single class expression. For instance, with the OList class we can define a list of lists in
the following way:
OListOfList=
OList[rename Elem to InnerList]
[+](
OList
[+]
{
List=abstract{abstract boolean geq(<> other); }
EmptyList={boolean geq(outer.List){...}}
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NonEmptyList={boolean geq(outer.List){...}}
}
)[rename List to InnerList]
[rename EmptyList to InnerEmptyList]
[rename NonEmptyList to InnerNonEmptyList]

Refactoring Refactoring tools allow one to perform useful code transformations, notably
renaming. When working with a library, it can be useful to keep refactoring operations in the
code, so that when the next version of the library is released, it can be seamlessly integrated
with the program. For instance, using the rename operator
A = { ... C = { ... } }[rename C to D]
B = { ... }

allows class B to use A.D instead of A.C.
The code transformation which moves a class up or down in the nesting hierarchy can also
be encoded as a renaming. For instance:
A = { B = { C = { ... } } }[rename B.C to C]
E = { ... }

allows class E to use A.C instead of A.B.C.
This approach is different from conventional refactoring, where the tool simply produces
the new source. This is a non invasive operation, allowing rollback by simply removing the
refactoring code.
AOP Class composition languages and aspect-oriented programming take a different approach: the former construct new classes from existing ones, while the latter modifies the
whole program at once. Since in D EEP FJ IG “the whole program” is a class expression, we
can use composition operators to modify the whole program as well. In this way, the effect is
analogous to AOP in many respects: flattening is a code expansion as weaving, anonymous
basic classes play the role of advices and composition operators individuate the pointcuts,
even though the latter can be specified by a richer language.
Two relevant code modifications allowed by aspects are execution-around and callaround [KHH+ 01]: the former replaces execution of a given method, determined by the
receiver’s dynamic type, the latter replaces invocation of a given method, determined by the
receiver’s static type.
Consider for instance the following basic class b:
{
A = { int foo(){return 1; } }
B = implements outer.A{ int foo(){ return 2; } }
int bar(A a){ return a.foo(); }
String main(){ return new B().foo()+" "+
this.bar(new B())+" "+this.bar(new A()); }
}

Here a call of main produces "2 2 1". Execution-around can be easily emulated by our
operators; for example, this AspectJ-like code:
int around(): execution(int A.foo()){ return 10; }

can be encoded by
b[restrict foo in A] [+]{ A = { int foo(){return 10;} }}

Now main produces "2 2 10" since we changed the result of the third call, which is the only
one whose receiver has dynamic type A. Note that, instead of writing an A class with a foo
method, we could have used an arbitrary named class with an arbitrary named method, and
then the rename operator, to stress that basic classes and composition operators correspond to
advices and pointcuts, respectively. However, we find this solution more readable.
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Emulating call-around code like
int around(): call(int A.foo()) { return 10; }

requires a little more effort:
(b [+]
{ A = { int foo2(){return 10; } } }[alias A to B]
) [redirect foo of A to foo2]

Now main produces "2 10 10" since we changed the behaviour of all invocations of foo
whose receiver has static type A. The call of B.foo is not affected. Note that the alias is
needed to keep B subtype of A. As in the AOP tradition, this approach does not require to
change the source, that is, it is “non invasive”. The operation proceed can be encoded using
the same pattern one can use to emulate super calls, that is, as calls to an alias of the original
method. After and before can be encoded by around and a call to proceed. Other operations,
like dynamic pointcuts, are much more complex to express (essentially, the same encoding
used by the AspectJ implementation is needed).

2

Formalization

Syntax The syntax of the language is given in Figure 1.
ce

::=

b
::=
ch ::=
k
::=
kh ::=
fe ::=
d
::=
fd ::=
md ::=
cd ::=
mh ::=
µ ::=
n ::=
f , m ::=
c
::=
π ::=
e
::=
v
fv
cv
σ

::=
::=
::=
::=

b
|c
| ce 1 [+]ce 2
| ce [restrict i in π ]
| ce [alias i s to i t in π ]
| ce [alias c s to π t ]
| ce [redirect i s of π to i t ]
| ce [redirect π s to c t ]
ch{ k d}
µ implements c
kh{ fe}
constructor( c x )
this.f = e ;
fd | md | cd
µc f;
abstract mh; | mh{ return e ;}
C = ce
c m(c x )
 | abstract
i |C
i
outer.π
C
x | e.[c]f | e.[c]m( e ) | new c( e )
| c( fe )
c( fv )
this.f = v ;
ch{ k fd md C = cv}
b

class expression
basic class
(class) path
sum
restrict
alias
class alias
redirect
class redirect
basic class
class header
constructor
constructor header
field expression
(member) declaration
field declaration
method declaration
class declaration
method header
abstract modifier
(member) name
field name, method name
(class) path
downward (class) path
expression (conventional)
expression (pre-object)
value
field value
class value
environment (enclosing classes)

Figure 1 – Syntax
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We assume infinite disjoint sets of class names C , instance member names i (that is,
names for field or methods, since nested classes are static members instead), and variables x .
As in FJ, variables include the special variable this. We use the bar notation for sequences,
e.g., d is a sequence of declarations d . We decorate by the “s” (respectively, “t”) superscript a
metavariable occurrence, e.g., c s , π t , to suggest that this occurrence plays the role of a source
(respectively, target). The syntax is designed to keep a Java-like flavour as much as possible.
Class expressions are basic classes, (class) paths, or are constructed by composition
operators.
A basic class consists in an optional abstract modifier, a sequence of supertypes, a
constructor, and a sequence of (member) declarations.
There is no overloading, hence a class has only one constructor. However, differently from
FJ, where this unique constructor has a canonical form, there is no a priori relation among the
parameter list and the constructor body, which is a sequence of field expressions associating
(initialization) expressions to field names.
Field and method declarations are in the style of FJ.
Sequences of supertypes, field expressions, and declarations are considered as sets, that is,
order and repetitions are immaterial.
In a well-formed basic class, no instance member name or class name can be declared
twice. Hence a sequence of declarations is a map from names into declarations. This implies
that, differently from Java, there is no method overloading, and there is no overloading between
field and method names. However, for better readability, we will use the metavariable f when
a name is used for a field, m for a method. A parameter name cannot be declared twice in a
constructor or method header. Finally, a field name cannot appear twice in a sequence of field
expressions, hence a sequence fe is a map from field names into field expressions. Moreover,
there is exactly one field expression in the constructor for each non abstract field.
Since a sequence of declarations d is a map, we can use the standard notations dom(d ),
d (n), and d \n, and analogously for other sequences which are maps. .
Expressions in method bodies are similar to those of FJ. We omit cast for simplicity
since it is not relevant for our technical treatment. Moreover, field accesses and method
invocations are annotated with the static type of the receiver. These annotations can be added
during typechecking. However, for simplicity we do not model here two different languages
and assume that they are already in source code. This is needed for the redirect operator,
see in the following. Finally, expressions include pre-objects c( fe ), runtime expressions
which cannot be written in programmer’s code, but are obtained by reducing a constructor
invocation. Indeed, since the constructor has no canonical form, we need two different
syntactic forms [LSZ09a, LSZ09b, LSZ12], differently from FJ.
Values are objects, that is, pre-objects where all field expressions are (recursively) values.
Class values are basic classes where all nested class definitions are (recursively) class
values. Indeed, since operators are deep, they can be applied only to basic classes where all
nested class definitions are (recursively) basic classes.
We assume that, in a well-formed top-level class expression, all paths refer to existing
classes.
Flattening rules Figure 2 contains the rules defining the flattening relation. The relation is
of the form ce 1 → ce 2 , where the unique rule ( CTX ) reduces the whole program (top-level
class expression) by applying a reduction step to either the top-level class expression, or to
a class expression appearing as right-hand side of a nested class declaration, at any level of
f
depth. This is formally expressed by the contexts for flattening CE , defined in terms of the
conventional contexts CE .
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CE ::=  | CE [+]ce | ce [+]CE | CE [restrict i in π ] | CE [alias i s to i t in π ] | CE [alias c s to π t ]
| CE [redirect i s of π to i t ] | CE [redirect π s to c t ]
CE f ::= CE | CE J_{ _ _ C = CE f} K

ce 1 → ce 2

( CTX )

ce 2
ce 1 →
σ

f

CE f Jce 1 K → CE f Jce 2 K

σ = env(ce 1 , CE )

ce 1 →
ce 2
σ
( CLASS - PATH )

( RESTRICT )

c →
cv
σ

cv = cBody(σ, c)[from c]

cv [restrict i in π ] →
cv
σ

( SUM )

π

cv 1 [+]cv 2 →
cv 1 ⊕cv 2
σ

i ⊕π abs(d )

d = dec(cv , π, i )

constr(cv
( , π)

( ALIAS )

cv [alias i s to i t in π ] →
cv 0 ⊕π named(i t , d )
σ

( C - ALIAS )

( C - REDIRECT )

s

t

cv [redirect i of π to i ] →
(cv
σ

π

if fe(i s ) = e
if i s ∈
/ dom(fe)

cv 0 = cBody(cv · σ, c s )[from c s [in π t ]]

cv [alias c s to π t.C ] →
cv ⊕πt (C = cv 0 )
σ

( REDIRECT )

= kh{ fe}
cv ⊕π this.i t = e ;
cv =
cv
d = dec(cv , π, i s )
0

s

i )[i

s

t

i ]

i s ∈names(cv , π)
i s 6= i t

[π]

noNested(cv , π s.C )

cv [redirect π s.C to c t ] →
(cv
σ

πs

C )[π s.C c t ]

π s.C 6= c t

Figure 2 – Flattening rules

The flattening relation for class expressions is of the form ce 1 →
ce 2 . Indeed, reduction
σ
of a class expression takes place in an environment σ = b0 · . . . · bn which is the stack of
all its enclosing basic classes, starting from the directly enclosing, needed to give semantics
f
to external paths. We denote by env(ce, CE ) the stack of basic classes enclosing the hole in
f
CE JceK, formally:
•

env(ce, CE )

=∅

env(ce, CE Jch { k

f

f

f

d C = CE } K) = env(ce, CE ) · ch{ k d C = CE JceK}

Operational versus denotational semantics Before illustrating flattening clauses in detail,
let us briefly discuss the style of our formalization. Flattening is an operational (small step)
semantics of class expressions which reduces a class expression to a class value (a basic class
whose nested classes, at any inner level, are basic classes as well). This corresponds to a
“syntactic” interpretation where a class value is interpreted as the class value itself (in the same
way as a function declaration can be interpreted as a closure). This syntatic interpretation
makes sense in Java-like calculi, where runtime expressions are evaluated in the context of a
(syntactic) class table, where the code of the various methods is available. A more “semantic”
interpretation of class expressions would be along the lines of the classical denotational model
of inheritance introduced in the thesis of William Cook [Coo89], whose extension to Jigsaw
operators has been described in Bracha’s thesis [Bra92] and formally modeled in detail by
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Ancona and Zucca [AZ98]. In this model, roughly, a class is interpreted as a “generator”, that
is, a function from a (hierarchical in our case) record of functions to a (hierarchical) record of
functions. The input record corresponds to abstract and defined methods (considering only
methods for simplicity), whereas the output record corresponds to defined methods. The fact
that also defined methods are modeled in the input record models the fact that they are virtual.
This is the “open” semantics of a class, to be used when classes are combined by composition
operators. The “closed” semantics of a class (with no abstract methods) can then be obtained
as the least fixed point of the open semantics, and this closed semantics is used as context for
evaluating runtime expressions.
Rule ( CLASS - PATH ) can be applied when the class expression occurring in position c
in σ is a class value (D EEP FJ IG has a call-by-value semantics). The notation cBody(σ, c) is
formally defined by:
•

· . . . · bn , outeri.π) = cBody(bi , π) 0 ≤ i ≤ n
cBody(ch { k d (C = b)} , C.π) = cBody(b, π)
cBody(b, Λ) = b
cBody(b0

In this case, c is replaced by cv , a class value obtained from cBody(σ, c), which is in position
c w.r.t. the current position, by “moving” all the occurrences of external paths so that they still
denote the same class.
The notations cv [from c s ] and e[from c s ], where s stands for “source”, meaning “moving
class value cv from c s to the current position”, and “moving expression e from c s to the
current position”, respectively, are defined in Figure 3. They are defined by an accumulation
parameter j, initially set to 0, corresponding to the nesting level.
cv [from c s ] e[from c s ]
cv [from c s ] = cv [from c s \ 1]0
e[from c s ] = e[from c s ]0
ch{ k d} [from c s ]j = ch[from c s ]j+1{ k [from c s ]j+1 d [from c s ]j+1}
(
outerj.(c 0 [from c s ]) if c = outerj.c 0
s
c[from c ]j =
c
otherwise
c[from c s ]
m 0
m
0
outern.π[from outer
( .π ] = outer .(π \n).π where

C1. . . . .Ck \n =

C1 . . . Ck−n
outern−k

if n ≤ k
if n > k

Figure 3 – Auxiliary definitions for moving paths

For simplicity, we omit all trivial propagation clauses, and only report the clauses for a
basic class and for a path.
The clause for a basic class simply propagates the operation inside all class components,
keeping trace that one nesting level has been added.
The clause for a path is the base case. When a path occurrence is found at some nesting
level j, it needs to be moved only if it is external, that is, has form outerj.c 0 . In this case, c 0
is replaced by c 0 [from c s ], defined in the lower section of the figure. Here, π 0 rn is obtained
by removing from π 0 , from right to left, n elements, adding outers if there are not elements
enough. For instance, in the example in Section 1.4,
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A = {
B = {
C = { ... }
C m1() { ... }
outer.B.C m2() { ... }
outer.outer.A.B.C m3() { ... }
}
}
D = A.B

paths outer.B.C and outer.outer.A.B.C are “moved” from position A.B, where they are
nested at level 0, hence they are external. Applying the definition we obtain outer.(B.C[from A])
and outer.(outer.A.B.C[from A]), respectively, hence we get two times outer.A.B.C.
The other rules model composition operators.
In rule ( SUM ), when the arguments of the sum operator are two class values, the operator
can be applied, obtaining the sum of the class values, denoted by cv 1 ⊕cv 2 . This sum is
well-defined only if the arguments have the same constructor header and, for each field or
method i declared in both arguments, the two declarations have the same kind (field or method)
and type, and at most one is non abstract. In this case, the resulting class value has modifier
abstract only if both the class values are abstract; the union of the supertypes, the same
constructor header, the (necessarily disjoint) union of the field expressions, and the union of
the declarations, where two declarations for the same name are merged by keeping the non
abstract, if any. Nested classes with the same name are recursively summed. Formally:
• If cv i = µi implements c i{ kh{ fe i} d i} , then
cv 1 ⊕cv 2 = µ implements c 1 c 2{ kh{ fe 1 fe 2} d 1 ⊕d 2}
where:
– µ = abstract iff µ1 = µ2 = abstract
– d 1 ⊕d 2 is defined by:
dom(d 1 )∪dom(d 2 )
* dom(d 1 ⊕d 2 ) = 

if n∈dom(d 1 )\dom(d 2 )
d 1 (n)
if n∈dom(d 2 )\dom(d 1 )
* (d 1 ⊕d 2 )(n) = d 2 (n)

d 1 (n)⊕d 2 (n) if n∈dom(d 2 )∩dom(d 2 )
abstract
mh
;
⊕
abstract
mh ; = abstract mh ;
*
abstract
mh
;
⊕mh
{
return
e ;} = mh{ return e ;} ⊕abstract mh ; =
*
mh{ return e ;}
* abstract c f ;⊕µ c f ; = µ c f ;⊕abstract c f ; = µ c f ;
* (C = cv 1 )⊕(C = cv 2 ) = C = (cv 1 ⊕cv 2 )

In rule ( RESTRICT ), the operator replaces the definition of member i by the corresponding
abstract declaration. We denote by cv π n the class value obtained from cv by removing
member n of class π (if n is a field, then its initialization expression is removed as well), by
cv ⊕π d the class value obtained from cv by adding declaration d in class π, by abs(d ) the
abstract version of the declaration d , by dec(cv , π, n) the declaration for name n in nested
class π in cv , by named(n, d ) the declaration equal to d except that the declared name is n.
Formally:
•

ch{ k d (C = cv )} C.π n = ch{ k d (C = cv
ch{ kh{ fe} d} Λ n = ch{ kh{ fe\n} d \n}

•

ch{ k d (C = cv )} ⊕C.π d = ch{ k d (C = cv ⊕π d )}
ch{ k d} ⊕Λ d = ch{ k d ⊕d}

π

n)}
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•

abs(µ c f ;)

= abstract c f ;
= abs(mh{ return e ;} ) = abstract mh ;

abs(abstract mh ;)

•

dec(ch { k
dec(ch { k

•

d (C = cv )} , C.π, n) = dec(cv , π, n)
d d} , Λ, n) = d with d = named(n, _)

named(i , µ c f ;) = µ c i ;
named(i , abstract c m(c x );) = abstract c i (c x );
named(i , c m(c x ){ return e ;} ) = c i (c x ){ return e ;}
named(C , C 0 = ce) = C = ce

In rule ( ALIAS ), the operator adds a definition for field or method i t , for “target”, in class
π, by duplicating that existing for i s , for “source”, in the same class. If i s is a field, then the
initialization expression is duplicated as well. We denote by constr(cv , π) the constructor of
class π in cv , and by cv ⊕π fe the class value obtained from cv by adding field expression fe
in the constructor of π. Formally:
•

constr(cv , π)

= k if cBody(cv , π) = _{ k _}

•

ch{ k d (C = cv )} ⊕C.π fe = ch{ k d (C = cv ⊕π fe)}
ch{ kh{ fe} d} ⊕Λ fe = ch{ kh{ fe fe} d}

In rule ( C - ALIAS ), the operator adds a definition for nested class C in class π t , by
duplicating that existing for c s , which must be a class value. If in position π t there is already a
nested class C , then the duplicated class value is summed with the existing class. Analogously
to rule ( CLASS - PATH ), the duplicated class value needs to be modified by “moving” all the
occurrences of external class paths from the source position c s to the target position. However,
here the target position is a descendant π t of the current position (Λ), rather than the current
position itself. Hence, the movement must take place from c s [in π t ], the (shortest) path which
denotes in π t the class denoted by c s in the current position, or “c s as seen in position π t ”.
Formally:
•

c s [in Λ] = c s
C.π s [in C.π t ] = π s [in π t ]
c s [in C.π t ] = (outer.c s )[in π t ] if c s 6= C._.

To see a path in a descendant C.π t of the current position, if the path is a descendant of child
node C as well, that is, of form C.π s , then we only have to see π s in π t (second clause).
Otherwise, this corresponds to take child node C as current position, and to see outer.c s in
π t (third clause).
Note that c[in π t ] = c 0 implies c 0 [from π t ] = c; anyway, there can be many c 00 such
that c 00 [from π t ] = c. For example C.D.A[in C.D] = A and A[from C.D] = C.D.A but also
outer.D.A[from C.D] = C.D.A.
Note also that the source can be an outer class, that is, code to be duplicated can be taken
from the outside, whereas of course the target, being code to be modified, cannot. The converse
situation takes place for the class redirect operator, see below.
In rule ( REDIRECT ), the operator replaces references to existing field or method i s of class
π by references to i t . The declaration of i s is removed, so i s and i t have to be different. We
denote by names(cv , π) the set of names declared in nested class π of cv , and by cv [i s [π]i t ]
the class value obtained from cv by replacing i s with i t in field accesses/method invocations
whose receiver has static type π. Formally:
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= dom(d ) if cBody(cv , π) = _{ _ d}

cv [i s [π]i t ] = cv [i s [π]i t ]Λ
s
0 = C = (cv [i
(C = cv )[i s [π]i t ]π(
i t ]π0.C )
[π]
t
.[c]i
if c[from π 0 ] = π and i = i s
.[c]i [i s [π]i t ]π0 =
.[c]i
otherwise

In rule ( C - REDIRECT ), the operator replaces references to existing nested class C of class π s
by references to c t . The declaration of C is removed, so π s.C and c t have to be different.
Redirect is only defined from a class that contains no nested classes (that is, noNested(cv , π s.C )
holds), hence can be safely removed. It is trivial to define a derived operator which redirects a
class with nested classes by performing a sequence of redirect applications. Here cv [π s c t ]
is the class value obtained from cv by replacing π s with c t in type annotations and new
expressions. Formally:
cv [π s c t ] = cv [π s c t ]Λ
c t ]π = C = (ce[π s c t ]π.C )
(C = cv )[π s (
c t [in π] if c[from π] = π s
c[π s c t ]π =
c
otherwise
s
The notations cv [i [π]i t ] and cv [π s c t ] are defined by an accumulation parameter π
corresponding to the nested class where the occurrence (of field or method name and path,
respectively) is found. For simplicity, we omit all trivial propagation clauses, and only report
the clauses for a basic class and for the base case.
The clause for a basic class simply propagates the operation inside all class components,
keeping trace that one more nested class has been entered.
The base case for cv [i s [π]i t ] takes place when a field access/method invocation (here
generically indicated by .[c]i ) is encountered where i is the member name i s to be and the
annotation c (receiver’s static type) denotes π from the current position π 0 . In this case i s is
replaced by i t .
The base case for cv [π s c t ] takes place when a path occurrence π is encountered which
denotes π s from the current position π. In this case π s is replaced by c t as seen in the current
position π.
Dependency relation In order to prevent flattening to get stuck, we must forbid, informally,
cyclic reuse of code. In inheritance-based languages, this corresponds to require the inheritance
relation to be acyclic. In our framework, this requirement is formalized as follows. We denote
by nested(ce) the set of pairs consisting of an environment and a class name which correspond
to a nested class in ce, formally:
•

σ, C ∈ nested(ce) iff
f
f
ce = CE JbK and σ = b · env(b, CE ) with b = _{ _ _ C = _}

dep
In a well-formed class expression ce, the relation −→
, defined in Figure 4, over
dep
nested(ce), is required to be acyclic. Informally, σ1 , C1 −→ σ2 , C2 holds if, in order to
reduce nested class σ1 , C1 , we need (a nested class of) nested class σ2 , C2 , which has not been
reduced to a class value yet. Hence, a cyclic dependency would make reduction stuck. We
use the following notation:

• σ[in c] is the environment σ “as seen in position c”. Formally:
(b · σ)[in outer.c] = σ[in c]
(b · σ)[in C.π] = (b(c) · b · σ)[in π]
σ[in Λ] = σ
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dep
σ1 , C1 −→
σ2 , C2

( DIRECT- DEP )

( PROP - DEP )

dep
σ, C −→

σ = _{ _ _ C = CE Jc.C1 . . . Ck K} · _ or
σ = _{ _ _ C = CE J_[alias outer.c.C1 . . . Ck to _]K} · _
σ[in c], C1 cBody(σ, c.C1 ) 6= cv
cBody(σ, c.C1.C2 ) not defined or k = 1

dep
σ2 , C2
σ1 [in C1 ], _ −→
dep
σ1 , C1 −→ σ2 , C2

( TRANS - DEP )

dep
dep
σ2 , C2 σ2 , C2 −→
σ3 , C3
σ1 , C1 −→
dep
σ1 , C1 −→ σ3 , C3

Figure 4 – Dependency relation

Reduction Reduction models execution of a main expression e in an environment σ. Formally, the reduction arrow has form e1 →
e2 . This models the fact that a main method could
σ
belong to an arbitrarily nested class.
e1 →
e2
σ
( FIELD - ACCESS )

( INVK )

c( fv ).f →
v
σ

fv (f ) = v

c( fv ).m( v ) →
e[from c][v /x ][c( fv ) /this ]
σ

( OBJ - CREATION )

new c( v ) →
c( fe[from c][v /x ])
σ

mBody(σ, c, m)

kBody(σ, c) =
nonAbs(σ, c)

= hx , ei

hx , fei

Figure 5 – Reduction rules

Reduction rules are straightforward, and formally defined in Figure 5. The only significant
difference w.r.t. FJ is that in rule ( INVK ) expression e is found in position c, so class paths
inside e must be moved to denote the same class value in the current position, and analogously
in rule ( OBJ - CREATION ). We use straightforward functions mBody, kBody and nonAbs which,
for a given class, return parameters and body of methods and of the constructor, and check
whether the class is abstract. Formally:
if cBody(σ, c) = µ implements _{ k d}
• mBody(σ, c, m) = hx1 . . . xn , ei if d (m) = c m(c1 x1 , . . . , cn xn ){ return e ;}
• kBody(σ, c) = hx1 . . . xn , fei if k = constructor( c1 x1 , . . . , cn xn ){ fe}
• nonAbs(σ, c) holds iff µ 6= abstract.

3

Type system

Types and type environments are defined in Figure 6.
Analogously to what happens for flattening, all typing judgements have on the left a class
type environment, which is a stack of class types ct 0 · . . . · ct n , where ct 0 is the type of the
directly enclosing class, ct 1 the type of the outer class, and so on. A class type is a tuple
consisting of the kind (abstract or non abstract), the supertypes, the constructor type, and a
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ct ::=
kt ::=
dt ::=
it ::=

ct
[µ | c | kt | dt]
c
i :µ it | C :ct
c | c→c

Γ ::= x :c
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class type environment
class type
constructor type
declaration type
field or method type
parameter type environment

Figure 6 – Types and type environments

map from field/method names to their kinds (abstract or non abstract) and types, and from
class names to class types.
Typing rules for environments, basic classes and well-formedness of class types are given
in Figure 7. They are straightforward. The typing judgment for environments is used in
Theorem 11 and Theorem 18.
Note that in rule ( BASIC - T ) the constructor body, the method bodies and the nested classes
are typechecked in the class type environment obtained by pushing the type of the basic class
on the stack of class types. The judgement ∆ ` ct, see rule ( WF - CLASS - TYPE ), means that ct
is well-formed w.r.t. ∆, that is, the subtyping relation induced by the supertypes in (all nested
class types) in ct can be safely assumed. Note that we have to move cType(ct · ∆, ci ) from ci
to properly check structural subtyping, defined by rule ( STRUCTURAL - S ) in Figure 9.
We use the following notations:
• exists(∆, c1 . . . cn ) holds if , for all i ∈ 1..n, ci denotes an existing class in ∆, formally
cType(∆, ci ) is defined
• defFields(∆, c) are the declaration types corresponding to non abstract fields of class c
in ∆, formally:
defFields(∆, c) = f :c
if cType(∆, c) = [_ | _ | _ | f :c f :abstract c m:µ c→c C :ct]
• cType(∆, c) and ct[from c] are analogous to cBody(σ, c) and cv [from c], respectively, but
work over class types.
Typing rules for composition operators are given in Figure 8. They are similar to corresponding flattening rules.
In some cases, to check that an operator can be safely applied it is necessary to check
for well-formedness of the resulting type, since the application of the operator can break the
subtyping relation, notably: sum, alias and class alias can add a field or method to a nested
class declared as supertype, redirect can remove a field or method needed to implement a
supertype, and class redirect can replace a nested class declared as supertype with another one
with more fields or methods.
Besides the checks performed in rule ( C - REDIRECT ), in ( C - REDIRECT- T ) additional
checks need to be performed to ensure that the class path c t can safely replace the class
denoted by π s.C . This is formally expressed by the subtyping relation ∆ ` c t  ct s , defined
in Figure 9.
We use the following notations:
• ct 1 ⊕ct 2 , ct π n and ct ⊕π dt are analogous to cv 1 ⊕cv 2 , cv
tively, but work over class types
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`σ:∆

( ENV- T )

ct i+1 · . . . · ct n ` bi : ct i
`σ:∆

∀i ∈ 0..n

σ = b0 · . . . · bn
∆ = ct 0 · . . . · ct n

∆ ` ce : ct
ct · ∆ ` k : kt
( BASIC - T )

ct · ∆ ` d : dt

ct · ∆ ` ct

∆ ` µ implements c{ k d} : ct

· ∆, c)
ct = [µ | c | kt | dt]

exists(ct

∆ ` k : kt
∆; x1 :c10 , . . . , xn :cn0 ` ei : ci00 ∀i ∈ 1..k
∆ ` ci00 ≤ci ∀i ∈ 1..k
( CONS - T )
∆ ` kh{ this.f1 = e1 ; . . . this.fk = ek ;} : c10 . . . cn0

exists(∆, ci0 )

∀i ∈ 1..n
kh = constructor( c10 x1 , . . . , cn0 xn )
defFields(∆, Λ) = f1 :c1 , . . . , fk :ck

∆ ` d : dt
( FIELD - T )

∆ ` (µ c f ;) : (f :µ c)

( ABS - METHOD - T )

( METHOD - T )

( CLASS - T )

exists(∆, c)

∆ ` (abstract mh ;) : (m:abstract c1 . . . cn →c0 )

∆; this:Λ, x1 :c1 , . . . , xn :cn ` e : c ∆ ` c≤c0
∆ ` mh{ return e ;} : (m:c1 . . . cn →c0 )

mh = c0 m(c1 x1 , . . . , cn xn )
exists(∆, ci ) ∀i ∈ 0..n

mh = c0 m(c1 x1 , . . . , cn xn )
exists(∆, ci ) ∀i ∈ 0..n

∆ ` ce : ct
∆ ` (C = ce) : (C :ct)

∆ ` ct
ct · ∆ ` ct j ∀j ∈ 1..k
ct ≤ (cType(ct · ∆, ci )[from ci ]) ∀i ∈ 1..n
( WF - CLASS - TYPE )
∆ ` ct

ct = [_ | c1 . . . cn | _ | dt]
dt = fd md C1 :ct 1 . . . Ck :ct k

Figure 7 – Typing rules for environments, basic classes and well-formed class types
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∆ ` ce : ct
( CLASS - PATH - T )

( SUM - T )

∆ ` c : ct

ct = cType(∆, c)[from c]

∆ ` ce 1 : ct 1 ∆ ` ce 2 : ct 2 ∆ ` ct 1 ⊕ct 2
∆ ` ce 1 [+]ce 2 : ct 1 ⊕ct 2
∆ ` ce : ct
∆ ` ce [restrict i in π ] : ct

( RESTRICT- T )

( ALIAS - T )

π

i ⊕π abs(dt)

dt = decType(ct, π, i )

∆ ` ce : ct ∆ ` ct ⊕π named(i t , dt)
∆ ` ce [alias i s to i t in π ] : ct ⊕π named(i t , dt)

( C - ALIAS - T )

∆ ` ce : ct ∆ ` ct ⊕πt (C :µ ct 0 )
∆ ` ce [alias c s to π t.C ] : ct ⊕πt (C :µ ct 0 )
∆ ` ct π i s
∆ ` ce [redirect i s of π to i t ] : ct
∆ ` ce : ct

( REDIRECT- T )

dt = decType(ct, π, i s )

ct 0 = cType(ct · ∆, c s )[from c s [in π t ]]

mType(ct, π, i s )

π

i

s

= mType(ct, π, i t )

i s 6= i t

∆ ` ce : ct ∆ ` (ct πs C )[π s.C c t ]
(ct · ∆)[in π s ] ` c t [in π s ]  cType(ct, π s.C )[π s.C c t ]
( C - REDIRECT- T )
∆ ` ce [redirect π s.C to c t ] : (ct πs C )[π s.C c t ]
Figure 8 – Typing rules for composition operators
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• decType(ct, π, n), abs(dt) and named(n, dt) are analogous to dec(cv , π, n), abs(d ) and
named(n, d ), respectively, but work over declaration types
• mType(∆, c, i ) is the type of field or method i in class c in ∆. Formally:
mType(∆, c, i ) = it if cType(∆, c) = [_ | _ | _ | dt i :µ it]
• ct[π s c t ] and noNested(ct, π) are analogous to cv [π s c t ] and noNested(cv , π), respectively, but work over class types
• ∆[in c] is analogous to σ[in c], but works over class type environments.
Rules for subtyping relations are given in Figure 9.
The subtyping relation ∆ ` c t  ct s , defined by rule ( REDIRECT- T ), holds if a path
denoting a class whose type is ct s can be safely redirected to c t , that is, c t can be used by
clients all the ways the source class is used. That is: c t is a nominal subtype of the declared
supertypes, the class type denoted by c t is a structural subtype of ct s , and if the source class
is non abstract, then the target is non abstract as well, and the constructor types are the same.
∆ ` c t  ct s

∆ ` c t ≤ci ∀i ∈ 1..n
t
s
[µt | c t | kt t | dt ] ≤ [µs | c s | kt s | dt ]

( REDIRECT- S )

s

∆ ` c t  [µs | c s | kt s | dt ]

t

= [µt | c t | kt t | dt ]
c = outer.c1 . . . outer.cn
µs =  implies µt =  and kt t = kt s
cType(∆, c t )[from c t ]
t

∆ ` c1 ≤c2
( DIRECT- S )

( REFL - S )

∆ ` c≤(ci [from c])

_ ` c≤c

impl(∆, c)

= c1 . . . cn

∆ ` c1 ≤c2
∆ ` c2 ≤c3
( TRANS - S )
∆ ` c1 ≤c3

ct 1 ≤ ct 2
( STRUCTURAL - S )

ct 1 ≤ ct 2

ct 1 = [_ | _ | _ | (i1 :_ it 1 ) . . . (in :_ it n )C :ct]
ct 2 = [_ | _ | _ | (i1 :_ it 1 ) . . . (in :_ it n )dt]

Figure 9 – Subtyping rules

The other subtyping relations are conventional nominal subtyping among paths and width
structural subtyping among class types, respectively. We use the notation impl(∆, c), that
denotes the declared supertypes of class c in type environment ∆. Formally:
impl(∆, c) = c if cType(∆, c) = [_ | c | _ | _],
Straightforward typing rules for expressions are given in Figure 10. We use notations
nonAbs(∆, c) and kType(∆, c), that are analogous to nonAbs(σ, c) and constr(σ, c), respectively.
Note that in order to use a type c 0 as declared in position c, we need to use c 0 [from c].
The type system is sound w.r.t. flattening, that is, a well-typed top-level class expression
ce always reduces in some steps to a well-typed class value.
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∆; Γ ` e : c

( VAR - T )

_; Γ ` x : c

Γ(x ) = c

( FIELD - ACCESS - T )

∆; Γ ` e : c
∆; Γ ` e : c
∆ ` c≤(c 0 [from c])
( INVK - T )
∆; Γ ` e.m( e ) : c 0 [from c]
∆; Γ ` e : c
∆ ` c≤(c 0 [from c])
( NEW- T )
∆; Γ ` new c( e ) : c

mType(∆, c, m)

mType(∆, c, f )

= c0

= c 0 →c 0

nonAbs(∆, c)
kType(∆, c) = c 0

∆; Γ ` ei : ci ∀i ∈ 1..n
∆ ` ci ≤(ci0 [from c]) ∀i ∈ 1..n
( OBJ - T )

∆; Γ ` e : c
∆; Γ ` e.f : c 0 [from c]

∆; Γ ` c( fe ) : c

nonAbs(∆, c)

fe = this.f1 = e1 ; . . . this.fn = en ;
0
defFields(∆, c) = f1 :c10 , . . . , fn :cn

Figure 10 – Typing rules for expressions

Theorem 1 (Soundness w.r.t. flattening). If Λ ` ce : ct, then ce →? cv , and Λ ` cv : ct.
In order to express soundness of the type system w.r.t. (expression) reduction, we need to
introduce two notations:
• σ v is an environment value, that is, a stack of class values
• isComplete(∆) holds if the class type environment ∆ is complete, that is, non abstract
class types (at any depth level) do not contain abstract fields or methods. Formally:
isComplete(ct 1 . . . ct n ) iff for all i ∈ [1..n]isComplete(ct i )
isComplete([µ | _ | _ | dt]) iff dt(i ) = i :abstract _ implies µ
and dt(C ) = C :ct implies isComplete(ct).

= abstract,

The type system is sound w.r.t. (expression) reduction, that is, given a well-typed environment σ with a complete class type environment, the reduction of a closed expression
well-typed w.r.t. σ never goes stuck. Class values with an incomplete class type can be safely
used as a library, but are not executable.
?
Theorem 2 (Soundness). If ` σ : ∆, isComplete(∆), ∆; ∅ ` e1 : c and e1 →
e2 then either
σ
e2 is a value or e2 →
_.
σ

Proofs of the results are in the Appendix.

4

Discussion and related work

In the following, we will stress the distinguishing features of our approach w.r.t other proposals
in the literature.
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True language of class expressions Perhaps the most important difference between our
work and most other mechanisms for building new classes from existing ones is that D EEP FJ IG,
as FJ IG, provides a true language of class expressions. Note once again the difference between
our declaration:
B = { /*some class expression*/}
A = B

and the analogous in Java and most existing proposals:
class A extends B {}

The meaning of our declaration is just
B = { /*some class expression*/}
A = { /*some class expression*/}

whereas in the Java-like declaration the use of name B is relevant, not only since inheritance
implies nominal subtyping, but also, e.g., in case B has static members.
That is, the semantics and the type system of our language fully achieve the substitutivity
principle: a class expression can be replaced by an equivalent one in any context without
affecting the overall semantics or well-typedness.
For this reason, in D EEP FJ IG two different class paths which denote the same class are
incompatible types. In this way the meaning of a class expression is fully context-independent.
For instance, in the following example, types of f3 and f4 are incompatible, even though both
denote, in this context, class A.A. Indeed, they could denote different classes if the definition
of A.A.A would occur in an arbitrary context.
{
A = {
A = {
A = {
A = {} ...
A f1; <> f2; outer f3; outer.outer.A f4;
}
}
}
}

This example also shows that, thanks to “outer” types, we can refer to all enclosing classes.
In other proposals, like Jx [NCM04] discussed below, the type This corresponds to our
empty path <>, and A corresponds to our A, but there is no type corresponding to outer and
outer.outer.A.
No virtual superclasses Many languages provide some mechanism to declare classes inside
other classes, that is, support nested classes. In such languages, a (nested) class name can be
either directly used, that is, as type annotation or instance generator, or used for building new
classes, that is, for code reuse. In the following example (written with Java syntax and scoping
rules)
class A{
class B{ int mb(){return 1;} }
class C extends B{}
int ma1(){ return new B().mb();}
int ma2(){ return new C().mb();}
}
class AA extends A{
class B{ int mb(){return 2;} }
}

new B() and new C() are examples of the former kind of use, whereas extends B is an
example of the latter. Both kinds of use can be either virtual or not. Notably, the invocation
new AA().ma1() will evaluate to 2 if the former kind of use is virtual, otherwise to 1, and
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the invocation new AA().ma2() will evaluate to 2 if both kinds of use are virtual, otherwise
to 1.
Different choices make sense for a language design, in detail:
• In order to see nested classes as virtual members, in the sense of the Jigsaw framework,
that is, exactly as methods are virtual members, both kinds of use should be virtual.
• In Java nested classes have static binding, as fields and static methods. That is, nested
classes are not virtual.
• In the first versions of BETA [MMPN93] only the former kind of use is virtual.
• In the literature on family polymorphism (also known as virtual classes) [Ern01, EOC06,
ISV05, IV07, ISV08], deep mixin composition [OZ05, Hut06] usually also the latter
kind of use is virtual, and this feature is called “supporting virtual superclasses”. Virtual
superclasses can also be emulated by C++ templates, as shown in the work on mixin
layers [SB01].
• In D EEP FJ IG, only the former kind of use is virtual, that is, we do not support virtual
superclasses, since flattening removes all the information about the way a class was defined, that is, (in a class expression) references to other classes (formally, subexpressions
which are paths) are all implicitly frozen.
This approach allows us to keep a simple type system, while keeping, as our examples show,
the main advantages. Indeed, supporting virtual superclasses would require the type of A to
maintain information about the fact that C extends B. This exposes the inheritance hierarchy
and, as Bracha pointed out [Bra92], breaks modularity. This problem is already present in all
the proposals supporting virtual superclasses (that usually offer only the extends operator)
and would be even worse in our (richer) composition language. A compositional type system
should likely use constraints and type variables as in [MW05].
On the other hand, providing virtual semantics for the former kind of use fits very well
flattening and substitutivity principle. For example, in
A = { B = {...} B m(){ return new B(); } }
AA = A [+] { B = {...} }

class AA is a subclass of class A, and expression new B() in AA clearly refers to the resulting
class AA.B. Note that this semantics is sound since our composition operators never remove
members from a class, except for the redirect operator, which, however, also replaces references
to the removed member.
Subclassing is different from subtyping Another design choice concerns the interaction
between virtual classes and inheritance. In proposals where subtyping and subclassing coincide,
a naive approach is unsound. Consider for instance the following code, written in .FJ
syntax [ISV05, ISV08].
class A{
static class B{int f1;}
int k(.B x){ return x.f1;}
}
class AA extends A{
static class B{int f2;}
int k(.B x){return x.f2+new .B().f2; }
}

The notation .B stands for a relative path, that is, B as visible in the current scope. Whereas in
Java declaring in a subclass a nested class with the same name of a nested of the superclass
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has only the effect of hiding parent’s declaration, in [ISV05, ISV08], as in other approaches
[NQM06, EOC06, BOW98, IV07], class AA.B further extends [IV07] A.B, that is, is implicitly
considered a subclass of A.B, adding the field f2. This is analogous to the behavior of our
deep sum operator. Consider now the following code:
new AA().k(new AA.B())//well-typed
new A().k(new A.B())//well-typed
A a=new AA(); //well-typed assuming AA subtype of A
a.k(new A.B())//runtime error: A.B.f2 does not exist

To ensure soundness, in .FJ, indeed, the last method invocation is considered ill-typed, even
though AA.B is a subtype of A.B. This example can be rewritten, with minor syntactical
changes, in the other approaches [NQM06, EOC06, BOW98, IV07]. That is, many authors
recognize the need to break the coincidence of subtyping and subclassing in some controlled
way. In these works, this means that subtyping and subclassing coincide whenever this does not
directly lead to unsoundness, and this is ensured by additional checks on method invocations.
This choice allows to be closer to the Java extends relation.
As in package templates [KMPS09], we choose a more radical approach, that is, subclassing and subtyping are totally unrelated and the latter should be explicitly declared by
the programmer (as explained at page 7), hence in the example there is no a priori subtyping
relation between A and AA.
Many approaches offering implicit subtyping relation impose that the extends relation
can only be declared between nested classes of the same outer class (i.e., family), while here
we have no such limitation.
Nested classes are class members Another criterion that can be used to classify proposals
on nested classes is whether they are members of instances [Ern01, OZ05, Hut06, CDNW07,
BvdAB+ 10] or members of classes [ISV05, IV07, ISV08, NCM04, NQM06]. The former
choice is more expressive, but requires a complex type system usually involving dependent
types. Our model follows the latter choice, mainly resembling nested classes of C++ and C#,
and static nested classes of Java.
Jigsaw-like operators We are not aware of any previous language or calculus supporting
both Jigsaw-like operators and nesting. Anyway, some works go in a similar direction, for
example Nystrom et al. develop Jx [NCM04], a language providing an expressive power similar to our deep override operator, defined at page 10. They also introduce an “hypothetical
extension of Jx with abstract types” allowing an encoding of generics very similar to ours with
the redirect operator. However, in our work redirect can be applied to any type, not only
to ad-hoc “abstract types”, not to be confused with abstract classes.
J& [NQM06] is an extension of Jx with a composition mechanism similar to our sum
operator; however, it still misses the expressiveness required to encode the examples of
generics, AOP and refactoring.
More advanced mechanisms are provided by package templates [KMPS09], which are
collections of classes. However, differently from standard Java packages where an import
clause only provides a shorter name for a class which is in any case part of the current class
table, here importing a package template has the effect of adding its classes, either as they
stand or with some modification, to the class table, by a precompilation step analogous to our
flattening. That is, package templates are a generative way to build new classes. It is also
possible to import a package template into another one. This provides an easy and modular
way to construct complex package templates. When two package templates are imported at
the same time, classes with the same name are merged in a way similar to our hierarchical
sum. Moreover, many other operators similar to ours can be used: it is possible to rename
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classes and methods, to manually select an implementation for a method in case of conflict, as
we do by the restrict operator, and generic types can be fixed, similarly to what we have shown
in the example about emulating generics. In the original proposal generic types offer fixed
generic constraints, while our encoding is more flexible, since it transparently uses a nested
class. In recent work [AK12] they extend the original proposal in order to provide generic
constraints as first class entities of the template, in the same way that classes and interfaces are.
Finally, as in our approach, there is a complete separation between code reuse and subtyping.
In summary, using a very different technique, package templates provides an expressive power
very similar to the one of D EEP FJ IG. However, they do not support nesting of classes, but
only provides a sort of first level nesting.
As already mentioned, sum operator in D EEP FJ IG is similar to deep mixin composition [Ern99b, OZ05, Hut06], also supported by the Scala language, and family polymorphism [EOC06, ISV05, IV07, ISV08]. However, our sum is symmetric, with a more flexible
explicit conflict resolution, whereas implicit precedence rules for method invocation become
hard to maintain in the case of mixin chains, and even more complex for deep mixin composition. This is effectively shown in [Sch05], where Schärli performs a refactoring of the
Smalltalk library using traits, that offer only symmetric composition.
No dependent types Both Jx [NCM04] and the virtual classes of Ernst [EOC06] make
uses of dependent types. As in ^FJ [IV07], instead, we do not need sophisticated types. In
the following example (a simplified version of an example from [NCM04], rephrased in our
syntax):
A = { B = {...} int m(B b){...} }
A2 = A [override] {
B = { ... int y;}
int m(B b){ ... b.y ... }
}

A2 is not a subtype of A, and cannot be declared to be a subtype of A (that is, it would be a
type error to write A2 = implements A ...), since the parameter types of method m are
non compatible (they denote the classes A.B and A2.B, respectively). In other words, we have

no notion of “family”. However, code which works uniformly over “families”, for instance a
method invocation x.m(y) which works with x and y of (static) type A, A.B and A2, A2.B,
can be obtained as shown below:
C = {
X = abstract{ abstract int m(Y y);}
Y = abstract{}
int k(){ return new X().m(new Y()); }
}
CA=C[redirect Y to outer.A.B][redirect X to outer.A]
CA2=C[redirect Y to outer.A2.B][redirect X to outer.A2]

In ^FJ [IV07], functionalities which work uniformly over families can be obtained using
generics.
Compositional type analysis Finally, we stress that our approach to type checking is very
different from, e.g., C++ templates, where type checking is deferred until after template
instantiation, at which moment the whole code resulting from the instantiation is analyzed
by the standard C++ type checker. On the contrary, we are able to entirely type check a
D EEP FJ IG program (top-level expression) before flattening. More precisely, as base step we
type check (by a standard Java-like type checker) all the basic classes occurring in the program
(as formally expressed by rules in Figure 7). By these checks, we detect all Java standard
errors, such as, e.g., invoking a non existing method or passing an argument of the wrong
type. On top of this, each application of a composition operator, e.g., a sum, is analyzed
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with additional checks. By these checks, we only detect errors due to the application of the
operator (not to intrinsic ill-formedness of the arguments), for instance, in the case of a sum,
that there are two conflicting definitions for the same member. In summary, our type analysis
is compositional.

5

Conclusion

We have defined the language D EEP FJ IG, which smoothly integrates operators for modular
composition of classes with nesting, achieving a great expressive power by simple ingredients:
essentially, Java-like (nested) classes where inheritance has been replaced by a powerful set
of operators (sum, restrict, alias and redirect) inspired by Bracha’s Jigsaw framework and
trait-based languages. In this way, a single class becomes an adequate unit of reuse, since,
embodying a whole hierarchy of classes which can be manipulated by the operators, it plays
also the role of a module (or a component if you wish).
There are many possible directions for further research.
Since the first submission of this paper, an extension we have already developed [Ser11] is
that with a meta-level, analogously to what has been done for FJ IG in [SZ10]. The expressive
power of the meta-level, together with the capability of representing a whole component as a
single class, allows one to encapsulate a library within a single meta-expression. Moreover, the
possibility offered by the meta-level to write classes whose structure depends on an external
source, like a database table, having nested classes is generalized to a whole hierarchy, as one
can extract from a whole database or XML schema.
We have already mentioned at page 4 an open research direction towards a realistic
language, that is, the design of a mechanism for object initialization which can be smoothy
integrated with symmetric composition, notably in presence of side effects. As mentioned
there, object creation expressions, as in Javascript, Emerald [RTL+ 91] or Grace [BBN10]),
could be a possible solution.
Another important, partly related, issue are visibility levels. The language FJ IG [LSZ09a,
LSZ09b, LSZ12] also includes frozen and private members, and, correspondingly, operators
such as freeze and hide, as in the original Jigsaw framework [Bra92]. However, the interaction
of hiding with nesting is not trivial. Consider, for instance, the following two classes:
C = {
A = { int ma(){return 1;}}
B = { int mb(){return new outer.A().ma();}}
}
D = C [hide ma in A]

We could expect this code to reduce by flattening to:
C = //as before
D = {
A = { private int ma(){return 1;}}
B = { int mb(){return new outer.A().ma();}}
}

But this would be unsound, since D.B would call the private method D.A.ma. A possible
solution could be a “many level” private modifier, where a private[n] member is visible
only in the first n enclosing classes.
Other interesting issues concern adding static members and annotations.
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A

Results

Soundness w.r.t. flattening follows from termination, progress, and subject reduction theorems
dep
below. Note that progress relies on the assumption that the dependency relation −→
is
acyclic.
In order to prove termination of flattening, we formally define the dimension of a class
expression:
dim(_{ _ fd md cd} ) = dim(cd )
dim(cd 1 . . . cd n ) = dim(cd 1 ) + . . . + dim(cd n )
dim(_ = ce) = dim(ce)
dim(ce 1 [+]ce 2 ) = dim(ce 1 ) + dim(ce 2 ) + 1
dim(ce [restrict _ in _]) = dim(ce) + 1
...
dim(c) = 1
ce 2 then dim(ce 1 ) > dim(ce 2 ).
Lemma 3. If ce 1 →
σ
Proof. By cases on the flattening rules. We show only one case:
Case (SUM)
cv 1 [+]cv 2 →
cv 1 ⊕cv 2
σ
dim(cv 1 [+]cv 2 ) = 1 and dim(cv 1 ⊕cv 2 ) = 0.
The other cases are analogous.
Theorem 4 (Termination of flattening). If ce 1 → ce 2 then dim(ce 1 ) > dim(ce 2 ).
Proof. Only rule

( CTX )

ce 1 →
ce 2
σ

CE Jce 1 K → CE f Jce 2 K
f

f

σ = env(ce 1 , CE )

reduces a top-level class expression. By Lemma 3, we have that dim(ce 1 ) > dim(ce 2 ).
We can conclude by definition of dim.
The following lemmas are needed to prove progress w.r.t. flattening.
f

f

Lemma 5. If ` CE JceK : ct and σ = env(ce, CE ), then ` σ : ∆ and ∆ ` ce : _.
In the next lemma we use the following definition of redex.

r ::= c | cv 1 [+]cv 2 | cv [restrict i in π ] | cv [alias i s to i t in π ]
| cv [alias c s to π t ] | cv [redirect i s of π to i t ] | cv [redirect π s to c t ]
Lemma 6 (Progress w.r.t. ce 1 →
ce 2 ). If ` σ : ∆ and ∆ ` r : ct then either r →
_ or
σ
σ
dep
σ = _{ _ _ C = CE Jr K} · _ and σ, C −→
_, _.
Proof. By cases. We show only two cases:
Case r = cv 1 [+]cv 2

∆ ` cv 1 : ct 1 ∆ ` cv 2 : ct 2 ∆ ` ct 1 ⊕ct 2
∆ ` cv 1 [+]cv 2 : ct 1 ⊕ct 2
We get the thesis by application of rule (SUM)
, since cv 1 ⊕cv 2
cv 1 [+]cv 2 →
cv 1 ⊕cv 2
σ
is well-defined. Indeed, since ∆ ` cv 1 : ct 1 and ∆ ` cv 2 : ct 2 are typed using ( BASIC T ) and ct 1 ⊕ct 2 is well-defined, we know that the constructor of cv 1 is equal to the
constructor of cv 2 , and by definition of dt 1 ⊕dt 2 we know that also d 1 ⊕d 2 is welldefined, where d i are the declarations of cv i and dt i are the declaration types of ct i .

typed by

( SUM - T )
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Case r = c
typed by

ct = cType(∆, c)[from c]

( CLASS - PATH - T )

∆ ` c : ct
In this case either cv = cBody(σ, c)[from c] holds, and we get the thesis by application
dep
cv = cBody(σ, c)[from c] , or not, and we get the thesis since σ −→ _.
of (CLASS-PATH)
c →
cv
σ

Theorem 7 (Progress w.r.t. flattening). If ∅ ` ce : ct then either ce is a class value or ce → _.
f

f

Proof. If ce is not a class value, then ce = CE Jr K. Set σ = env(CE , r ). By Lemma 5 we
know that r is well-typed. If σ is empty, then the thesis hold by Lemma 6. Otherwise by
f
dep
construction σ = _{ _ _ C = CE Jr K} · _. Since −→
is acyclic, we can choose CE in such a
dep
way that σ, C −→
_, _ does not hold.Hence, the thesis holds by Lemma 6.
The following lemmas are needed to prove subject-reduction w.r.t. flattening.
f

f

Lemma 8 ( CE substitution). If ∆ ` ce 1 : ct, ∆ ` ce 2 : ct, and ∆ ` CE Jce 1 K : ct 0 , then
f
∆ ` CE Jce 2 K : ct 0 .
f

Proof. By straightforward structural induction on CE .
Lemma 9 (Subject reduction w.r.t. ce 1 →
ce 2 ). If ` σ : ∆, ∆ ` ce 1 : ct and ce 1 →
ce 2
σ
σ
then ∆ ` ce 2 : ct.
Proof. By cases on the flattening rules. We show only one case:
Case (SUM)
cv 1 [+]cv 2 →
cv 1 ⊕cv 2
σ
typed by

( SUM - T )

∆ ` cv 1 : ct 1 ∆ ` cv 2 : ct 2 ∆ ` ct 1 ⊕ct 2
∆ ` cv 1 [+]cv 2 : ct 1 ⊕ct 2

We get the thesis since ∆ ` cv 1 : ct 1 and ∆ ` cv 2 : ct 2 are typed using ( BASIC - T ),
and ct 1 ⊕ct 2 is analogous to cv 1 ⊕cv 2 .
Theorem 10 (Subject reduction w.r.t. flattening). If ` ce 1 : ct and ce 1 → ce 2 then ` ce 2 : ct.
Proof. Only rule

( CTX )

ce 1 →
ce 2
σ

CE Jce 1 K → CE f Jce 2 K
f

f

σ = env(ce 1 , CE )

reduces a top level class expression. By Lemma 5 we know that ce 1 is well-typed. We
get the thesis by Lemma 9 and Lemma 8.
Soundness w.r.t. (expression) reduction follows from progress and subject reduction
theorems below.
Theorem 11 (Progress). If ` σ : ∆, isComplete(∆), and ∆; ∅ ` e : c then either e is a value
or e →
_.
σ
Proof. By induction over the expression typing rules. We show only one case:
∆; ∅ ` e : c
∆; ∅ ` e : c
∆ ` c≤(c 0 [from c])
mType(∆, c, m) = c 0 →c
Case
( INVK - T )
∆; ∅ ` e.m( e ) : c[from c]
Assume e = e1 . . . en . From the premises by inductive hypothesis we have two cases:
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• e →
_, or ei →
_ for some i ∈ 1..n. We can apply ( CTX ) to reduce the whole
σ
σ
term.
• e is a value of form c( fv ), and e = v . Hence, we have applied typing rule
∆; ∅ ` vi : ci ∀i ∈ 1..n
∆ ` ci ≤(ci0 [from c]) ∀i ∈ 1..n nonAbs(∆, c)
( OBJ - T )

∆; ∅ ` c( fv ) : c

fv = this.f1 = v1 ; . . . this.fn = vn ;
0
defFields(∆, c) = f1 :c10 , . . . , fn :cn

We can apply rule
mBody(σ, c, m)

( INVK )

= hx , ei

c( fv ).m( v ) →
e[from c][v /x ][c( fv ) /this ]
σ
Indeed:
– mBody(σ, c, m) = hx , ei holds by mType(∆, c, m) = c→c and nonAbs(∆, c),
– | v | = | x | holds, since by second premise we have | v | = | c |, by
∆ ` c≤(c 0 [from c]) we have | c | = | c 0 |, and by ( BASIC - T ), ( METHOD T ) and definition of
mType we have | x | = | c 0 |.
In order to prove subject reduction w.r.t. (expression) reduction we state the following
interesting lemmas.
Lemma 12.
1. c1 [from outer.c2 ] = c10 [from outer.c20 ] iff c10 [from c20 ] = c10 [from c20 ]
2. c1.C [from c2 ] = c10.C [from c20 ] iff c1 [from c2 ] = c10 [from c20 ]
Proof. The thesis trivially holds by definition of _[from _].
Lemma 13. c[from c1 ][from c2 ] = c[from c1 [from c2 ]]
Proof. Let us denote by π n a path of length n, and by π n−j , well-formed only if 0 ≤ j ≤ n,
and the path composed by the first n − j elements of π n .
By definition of _[from _] we have that
outern.π k [from outern1.π k1 ][from outern2.π k2 ] = (outern1.(π k1 \n).π k )[from outern2.π k2 ]
and
outern.π k [from outern1.π k1 [from outern2.π k2 ]] = outern.π k [from outern2.(π k2 \n1 ).π k1 ].
By Lemma 12, we have to show only that:
(outern1.(π k1 \ n))[from π k2 ] = outern [from (π k2 \ n1 ).π k1 ]
By cases:
n ≥ k1 and n1 ≥ k2

outern1 +n−k1 [from π k2 ] = outern [from outern1 −k2.π k1 ]
π k2 \ n1 + n − k1 = outern1 −k2 .(π k1 \ n)
outern1 +n−k1 −k2 = outern1 −k2 +n−k1

n < k1 and n1 ≥ k2
(outern1.π k1 −n )[from π k2 ] = outern [from outern1 −k2.π k1 ]
(π k2 \ n1 ).π k1 −n = outern1 −k2.(π k1 \ n)
outern1 −k2.π k1 −n = outern1 −k2.π k1 −n
n ≥ k1 and n1 < k2

outern1 +n−k1 [from π k2 ] = outern [from π k2 −n1.π k1 ]
π k2 \ n1 + n − k1 = (π k2 −n1.π k1 ) \ n

π k2 −n1 \ n − k1 = π k2 −n1 \ n − k1
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n < k1 and n1 < k2
outern1.π k1 −n [from π k2 ] = outern [from π k2 −n1.π k1 ]
(π k2 \ n1 ).π k1 −n = (π k2 −n1.π k1 ) \ n
π k2 −n1.π k1 −n = π k2 −n1.π k1 −n
The following lemma states that the type of an expression is preserved (modulo moving
paths) when the expression is copied into a new position.
Lemma 14 (Moving paths preserves typing). If ∆[in c]; Γ ` e : c then
∆; Γ[from c] ` e[from c] : c[from c].
Proof. By induction over the typing rules. We show only one case, the others are either similar
or trivial.
( FIELD - ACCESS - T ) We have
(a) ∆[in c]; Γ ` e : c 0 from the premise,
(b) mType(∆[in c], c 0 , f ) = c from the side condition, and
(c) ∆; Γ[from c] ` e[from c] : c 0 [from c] from the inductive hypothesis and (a).
We have to prove that
∆; Γ[from c] ` e.f [from c] : c[from c 0 ][from c].
By (b), ( BASIC - T ) and definition of _[in _] we know that
mType(∆, c 0 [from c], f ) = c.
By definition e.f [from c] = e[from c].f , which is typed by
rule ( FIELD - ACCESS - T ), with premise (c), in this way:
∆; Γ[from c] ` e[from c].f : c[from c 0 [from c]].
Finally, by Lemma 13 we have that c[from c 0 [from c]] = c[from c 0 ][from c].
Lemma 15 (Moving paths preserves subtyping). If ∆[in c] ` c1 ≤c2 then
∆ ` c1 [from c]≤c2 [from c]
Proof. Analogous to the previous lemma.
Lemma 16 (Substitution). If ∆; Γ, x :c1 ` e : c10 , ∆; ∅ ` v : c2 and ∆ ` c2 ≤c1 ,
then ∆; Γ ` e[v /x ] : c20 and ∆ ` c20 ≤c10 .
Lemma 17 (E substitution). If ∆ ` c2 ≤c1 then:
r

1. If ∆; ∅ ` e1 : c1 , ∆; ∅ ` e2 : c2 , and ∆; ∅ ` E Je1 K : c10
r
then ∆; ∅ ` E Je2 K : c20 and ∆ ` c20 ≤c10 .
2. If ∆; Γ, x :c 1 ` e : c1 , ∆ ` c 1 ≤c 2 . ∆; ∅ ` e : c 2
then ∆; Γ ` e[e /x ] : c2 and ∆ ` c1 ≤c2 .
Theorem 18 (Subject reduction). If ` σ : ∆, isComplete(∆), ∆; Γ ` e1 : c1 and e1 →
e2 ,
σ
then ∆; Γ ` e2 : c2 and ∆ ` c2 ≤c1 .
Proof. By induction over the reduction rules. We show only one case, the others are either
similar or trivial.
mBody(σ, c, m) = hx , ei
Case (INVK)
c( fv ).m( v ) →
e[from c][v /x ][c( fv ) /this ]
σ
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typed by

∆; Γ ` c( fv ) : c
∆; Γ ` v : c
∆ ` c≤(c 0 [from c])
( INVK - T )

mType(∆, c, m)

∆; Γ ` c( fv ).m( v ) : c0 [from c]

= c 0 →c0

c 0 = c1 . . . cn

In this case, c( fv ) is typed by rule
∆; Γ ` vi : ci ∀i ∈ 1..n
∆ ` ci ≤(ci0 [from c]) ∀i ∈ 1..n
( OBJ - T )

∆; Γ ` c( fv ) : c

nonAbs(∆, c)

fv = this.f1 = v1 ; . . . this.fn = vn ;
0
defFields(∆, c) = f1 :c10 , . . . , fn :cn

By definition of nonAbs(∆, c) and isComplete(ct), we know that all methods of c are not
abstract. By definition of mType(∆, c, m) we know that cType(∆, c) contains a (non
abstract) method m with body e.
Since ` σ : ∆, all classes in σ are typed by rule ( BASIC - T ). So we know that

( METHOD - T )

∆[in c]; Γ ` e : c ∆[in c] ` c≤c0
∆[in c] ` mh{ return e ;} : (m:c1 . . . cn →c0 )

Γ = this:Λ, x1 :c1 , . . . , xn :cn
mh = c0 m(c1 x1 , . . . , cn xn )
exists(∆, ci ) ∀i ∈ 0..n

holds. By Lemma 14 ∆; Γ[from c] ` e[from c] : c[from c] holds.
By Lemma 17-(2) we know that ∆; Γ[from c] ` e[from c][v /x ][c( fv ) /this ] : c 0 and
∆ ` c 0 ≤c[from c]. From ∆[in c] ` c≤c0 , by Lemma 15 we know that
∆ ` c[from c]≤c0 [from c], and the proof is concluded by subtyping rule ( TRANS - S ).
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